
Lord of the Flies
By William Golding

Lesson 1

LO: To complete assessment questions

Assessment Week 



Starter

 Recap of chapter 1:

What can you tell me about  the plot and 

main characters so far?



Assessment Week 

Characters:

 Ralph – Largest and most physically powerful 

boy. Wants to plan and follow rules.

 Piggy – smartest boy but has asthma and is fat, 

so bullied.

 Jack – Leader of the hunters. Gets angry when 

doesn’t get his way.

 Simon – Dreamy boy prone to fits. Follows Jack 

as part of his hunter group.



Assessment Week 
Plot:

Schoolboys have crash landed on a deserted island and 
find themselves alone without any adults.

We meet Ralph and Piggy. Piggy has asthma.

They find a conch and use it to summon any other 
survivors  (including the twins Sam n Eric, Jack and Simon) 
together.

Ralph is nominated as leader and Jack is appointed as 
leader of the hunters.

Ralph tells everyone about Piggy’s name.

Ralph, Jack and Simon explore to see if there are any 
inhabitants on the island.

Jack fails to kill a pig that they come across and makes an 
excuse for his actions.



Assessment Week 
 Today you are going to answer some 

questions based on chapter 1.

 These questions will test your memory 

and what you have understood from 

the first chapter.

 You may use the book to help you if 

you need it.



Assessment Week 
 Remember:

1. What is the ‘fair boy’s’ actual name?

2. What does Ralph use to make a 

horn? Describe it.

3. How do the boys decide who will be 

leader?



Assessment Week 
 Understand:

1. List what the boys have discovered about their island by the end 

of the chapter.

2. Chapter 1 includes the quote: ‘Beyond the falls and cliffs there 

was a gash visible in the trees; there were splintered trunks and 

then the drag, leaving only a fringe of palm between the scar 

and the sea.’ 

This is just one reference to a ‘scar’ on the island.

Explain, literally, what is being described in that quote.

Use the book to help.



Plenary

 Check through your writing today and edit:

 Do your answers make sense?

 Punctuation – capital letters, full stops, 

commas etc.

 Spellings – are they correct?

 Quotes from text have quotation marks 

around them ‘…’

 PEE has been used


